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UCI Return to Race Guidelines

Outline how racing will resume following the
COVID-19 pandemic
► Infection risk levels
► Mandatory, recommended and desired protocols
► Either race organisations or teams to implement
►
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Why is this important?

High risk involved in racing
► Athletes are not immune to COVID-19
► Risk of long term potentially career ending illness
► Risk to family, friends and teammates
►

YOUR ACTIONS MATTER
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When is racing
going to start
again?
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Risk levels: when can racing take place?
WHO pandemic
phases
who.int

Racing cannot take place

Racing can take place
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The race organiser must have
sufficient mitigations in place

Risk levels: when can racing take place?
The higher the risk the more mitigations the organiser must take:
currently we don’t know exactly what these mitigations are
Risk

WHO Status

Criteria

Moderate

WHO phase 4

Confirmed cases only in one country within a WHO region
Regular but moderate increase in daily rate of cases
20-50 new cases /100,000 /week
R value > 1.5

Low

WHO phase 3

Sporadic infections or small clusters
Sporadic or moderate increase in daily rate of cases
R value >1.5
Pandemic appears to be decreasing but new waves may occur
Regular drop in rate of cases
<20 new cases /100,000 /week
R value <1

Post-pandemic peak
phase

Very Low
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WHO phases 1-2
Post-pandemic
phase

More like a seasonal virus
Absence of new cases for 3-4 weeks
R value <1

How will racing resume safely?
►

Health screening
• Swab tests and symptom questionnaires
• Athletes, staff and organisation

Formation of protective ‘bubbles’
► Social distancing
► Masks/protective equipment when social distancing
not possible
► Good practices by organisers, individuals and
teams
►
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How will racing resume safely?
►
►
►
►
►
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Actions to be taken before, during and after racing
Organisers mostly responsible
Teams play important role in health screening
Whether certain protocols are mandatory will
depend on risk level
Be aware of the regulations of the country in
which you are racing

What do I need to
know as a rider?
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In the run up to racing
►

Your team must have ‘prevention procedures’ in
place:
• Applies to all staff and riders
• Supply of appropriate protective equipment
• Protocols for cleaning technical equipment
• Appropriate cleaning & disinfection of commonly touched

equipment or surfaces
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In the run up to racing
►

The race organiser is responsible for:
• Appointing a COVID-19 doctor for the race
• Providing appropriate accommodation
➢ Single floor/wing per team
➢ One ‘isolation room’ per team
➢ Each team has own dining room
• Sharing risk levels, mitigation measures and how COVID-19 cases

will be managed
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Immediately before a race: One day races
► COVID-19 symptom questionnaire:
• Every day for the 5 days before the race
• For all riders and team staff
• If positive = no racing + swab test
• Your team is responsible for conducting & checking the results

► RT-PCR COVID-19 Test:
• Swab Test
• 1st within 6 days of the race (WWT only)
• 2nd at least 3 days before departure to the race
• All riders and team staff
• Your team is responsible for organising this
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Immediately before a race: Stage races
► 7 days before racing:
• 1st swab test at least 6-7 days before race start (WWT only)
• Daily COVID-19 symptom questionnaire starting at least 5 days before
• 2nd swab test at least 3 days before race start

► On arrival at race:
• COVID-19 symptom questionnaire every morning
• If negative can join ‘peloton bubble’

For all riders and staff
Your team is responsible for organising this
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Symptom Questionnaire
Score
<= 2

A little suspicious

3-5

Moderately suspicious → consider PCR
test

>= 6

Highly suspicious → PCR test

Symptoms

Score

Fever >38C

4

Cough and abnormal shortness of breath

4

Cough

1

Stuffy nose or sore throat

1

Anosmia

1

Unusual aches

1

Unusual headache

2

Diarrhoea and/or vomiting

1

Abnormal fatigue

1

Our recommended option is if you display ANY of these symptoms you
should self-isolate, seek medical advice and potentially have a RT-PCR
test
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Immediately before a race
► Organisers are responsible for:
• Providing information on use of protective equipment for everyone at the

race
• Arranging separate pathways for media, officials, VIPs
• Ensuring social distancing is possible in communal areas
• Must ensure adequate cleaning & disinfection of communal areas
• UCI advises against use of changing rooms
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During a race: One day races
► Teams:
• COVID-19 symptom questionnaire on morning of race
• All riders and staff members
• Responsibility of team doctor (can be checked from a distance)

► Organiser:
• Adapt sign on/registration & feed zones
• Must be able to socially distance
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During a race: Stage races
► Teams:
• COVID-19 symptom questionnaire morning & evening + health check
• All riders and staff members
• Responsibility of team doctor (can be checked from a distance)

► Organiser:
• Adapt sign on/registration & feed zones
• Consider COVID-19 swab tests during race
• COVID-19 doctor responsible for managing any suspected cases
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Immediately after a race
► Organiser to adjust awards ceremony:
• Athletes awarded one at a time or self serve
• Athletes ideally should wear a mask
• Maintain social distancing & athletes advised not to touch each other
• Limit crowd size and media

► Anti-doping:
• Further guidance to follow
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Testing for multiple races
► For multiple one day races:
• Swab tests are valid for 10 days
• If races fall more than 14 days apart swab testing must be repeated 3 days

(and 6 for WWT) before the next race

► For stage races:
• Swab testing must be repeated 3 days (and 6 for WWT) before the stage

race even if within 10 days of a one day race
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How are organisers going to provide
accommodation?

How can I get
hold of a
COVID-19
test in my
country?

What if I get sick at a race and
stuck in that country?

Are these guidelines
good enough?
I have asthma, I don’t want to
race in a higher risk country.
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My team doesn’t
have a doctor.

Will I be able to see
what risk level a
race is?

What is the Cyclists’ Alliance doing about these concerns?
► We are raising these concerns with the UCI
► We are liaising with various teams & their medical staff

aiming to produce a working document for teams to use as
guidance
► We are hoping to create a traffic light system to rate race
safety
► We are looking to provide further guidance on returning to

training & racing if you are infected with COVID-19
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What else do I need to consider outside of the UCI guidelines?
► Organisers or national federations may ask for a declaration

that riders are coming from a ‘low risk’ area
► The guidance is changing at least on a weekly basis
► Be aware of the the guidelines of the country in which you
are racing
► Be aware of your own country’s guidelines on quarantine
after travel when returning home
► Check that your health and travel insurance will cover you
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What else can my team and I do?
► Good personal hygiene
• Washing hands with soap → regularly with good technique for at least 20 seconds
• Avoid touching face, eyes, nose or mouth
• Using tissues to catch coughs/sneezes & binning them
• Keep nails short
• Disinfect/clean regularly touched objects or surfaces
• Wear a mask when out in public areas
• Immediately after races
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What else can my team and I do?
► Travelling
• Wear a mask and carry hand sanitiser at all times
• Travel by car when possible
• Avoid queues
• Avoid touching commonly touched surfaces
• Take your own food and drink (or buy sealed bottles/packets)
• Sit in an aisle seat away from the toilets
• Maintain good ventilation
• Bring your own pillowcase
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What else can my team and I do?
► Team equipment
• Regular cleaning/disinfection of any shared items
• Regular cleaning/disinfection of camper vans or other vehicles used for team travel
• Hygienic food preparation with mask and gloves
• Reduce frequency of massage, soigneur and athletes to wear masks with good hand

hygiene
• Mechanic to ensure good hand hygiene and disinfection (or wear gloves) when

handling bikes

► Maintain social distancing
• Avoid crowds/parties
• Be careful about your own social bubble at home
• Consider training alone
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What else can I or my team do?
► Managing sickness
• Daily temperature + symptom check
• Avoid contact with anyone who is sick
• Self-isolate and alert your doctor & team if you become sick
• Follow your country’s guidelines regarding isolation, testing and contact tracing
• Be particularly mindful after racing or hard training when your immune system is

more susceptible
• Any athlete that develops COVID-19 is advised strict rest until symptoms have

completely gone
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Thanks for listening

Any questions?
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THANK YOU
STAY SAFE!

